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What we are going to cover

• 2019 Legislative Changes
• DWI Punishment Options

• Driver Responsibility Program

• Caselaw
• Blood Evidence

• Deadly Weapons

• Charging DWI





You can get Deferred!!!

• Deferred adjudication permitted for DWI or BWI offenses 
unless
• Defendant was driving on a CDL

• or –
• Defendant had a prior enhanceable DWI

• or –
• Defendant had a BAC of 0.15 or greater at the time of the 

offense

• CCP 42A.102.



DWI Deferred – Future Enhancement

• Deferred adjudications under CCP 42A.102 are considered a
conviction for purposes of enhancement under this section

• New sentencing option applies to offenses committed on or
after September 1, 2019

• PC 49.09.



Mandatory Interlock on Deferred 

• All DWI deferred adjudications must include an ignition
interlock device (IID) condition of supervision
• Exception if judge enters suitable findings on the record

based on a drug/alcohol evaluation
• Waivers possible for installation and monthly supervision

fees

• CCP 42A.408.



Bond Interlock

• Ignition interlock device (IID) must be made a condition of
bond for any offense under PC 49.045 (DWI w/ Child)

• Exception if judge believes the defendant does not need an
IID

• CCP 17.441.



MAT DWI TREATMENT

• Judge may order medication-assisted treatment (MAT) for
DWI offenders if recommended by a physician

•Defendant must consent

• Not cheap!

• CCP 42A.402.



DRIVER RESPONSIBILITY 
PROGRAM



Driver Responsibility Program REPEAL

• Transportation Code Ch. 708 = GONE

• All surcharges still owed as of September 1, 2019 are wiped clean

• DPS will re-instate ~600,000 DLs suspended due to DRP
delinquencies, another 300,000+ upon payment of fee

• But what about the trauma care funding??



DRP “REPEAL AND REPLACE”

• State traffic fine increased to $50
• 67% goes to trauma care

• State insurance policy fee increased to $4
• 60% goes to trauma care (new source)

• Transportation Code Ch. 709 (new)
• “DWI traffic fines” structured like old DRP fees

• 20% goes to trauma care, 80% goes to state’s general revenue account



DRP “REPEAL AND REPLACE”

• DWI “traffic fines”
• In addition to Penal Code fines

• Same as DRP’s total amounts
• $3,000 for a first conviction

• $4,500 for a subsequent w/in 36 months

• $6,000 if BAC > 0.15 at time of analysis

• Only applicable to final convictions
• Jail/prison sentences only, not probation or new deferred adjudications



DRP “REPEAL AND REPLACE”

• Q: How will this change plea bargains in DWI cases?

• Q: How do we get blood from a stone?

• Q: Do you think collections will remain steady in light of that new
dynamic?



Caselaw Update 



Prior to April 2013



Missouri V. McNeely
569 U.S. 141

The natural dissipation of alcohol does not create a per se exigency 
justifying an exception to the 4th Amendment warrant requirement



Exigent Circumstances

• Missouri v. McNeely – natural dissipation of alcohol does not create a per
se exigency justifying an exception to the 4th Amendment warrant
requirement
• Totality of the Circumstances analysis (Exigency Factors)

• Metabolization
• Procedures in place for obtaining a warrant
• Availability of a magistrate judge
• Practical problems of obtaining a warrant within a time frame that still preserves the

opportunity to obtain reliable evidence.

• Cole v. State, 490 S.W.3d 918 (CCA May 25, 2016)
• Exigent circumstances existed

• Weems v. State, 434 S.W.3d 655 (May 14, 2014)
• No exigent circumstances existed
• Record did not reflect other factors relevant to the TOC, such as procedures in

place for obtaining a warrant, availability of a magistrate



State v. Villarreal, 475 S.W.3d 784 (Tex.Crim.App.2014)

• The Texas Implied-Consent and mandatory blood draw provisions do
not establish a constitutionally valid basis for a blood draw.

• The testing could not be justified as a reasonable intrusion based on:
• Implied consent

• Automobile exception

• Special needs doctrine

• Search Incident to arrest

• Warrantless search unreasonable unless it falls within an established
exception to the warrant requirement.



Birchfield v. North Dakota, 136 S.Ct. 2160 (2016)

• Breath Test, not Blood Test, could be administered as a
search incident to arrest for drunk driving arrest.

• Reasoning – blood tests were significantly more intrusive
• Need a warrant for blood
• What effect does this case have on Texas?



The New Challenge to Blood Tests

• Martinez v. State, 534 S.W.3d 97 – Corpus Christi-Edinburg

• Seized blood from hospital via GJ summons = OK

• Sent to lab for testing = SEARCH
• No warrant  = NOT OK

• The Court held search violated 4th Amendment, need a warrant

• State v. Martinez, 570 S.W.3d 278 (Tex.Crim.App 2019)
• CCA upheld trial courts granting of motion to suppress.

• The CCA held that there is a 4th Amendment privacy interest in blood that has already
been drawn for medical purposes.

• “Because, under the facts of this case, Appellee has a privacy interest in the private
facts contained in his blood…”

• “We recognize that a blood analysis by the State itself constitutes a search.”



Does the State need a 2nd Warrant to test?

• Hyland v. State, 595 S.W.3d 256 – Corpus Christi-Edinburg
• Blood taken via warrant… to “search for, seize and maintain as evidence…”
• The Court distinguished Martinez on the grounds that a valid search warrant

was obtained to take the blood sample.
• No 2nd warrant needed.

• Crider v. State, 2019 WL 4178633 – San Antonio
• Blood obtained via valid warrant.
• The court said, “Common sense dictates that blood drawn for a specific

purpose will be analyzed for that purpose and no other.”
• No 2nd warrant needed.



PDR Granted in Crider v. State



Does the State need a 2nd Warrant to test?

• State v. Staton, 599 S.W.3d 614 – Dallas
• Blood obtained via valid warrant.
• “Martinez holds that an individual has an expectation of privacy in blood

previously drawn for purposes other than police testing.”
• No 2nd warrant needed.

• Jacobson v. State, 2020 WL 1949622 – Ft. Worth
• Martinez was based on an expectation of privacy in the blood because no

warrant was issued.
• No reasonable expectation of privacy that required a second warrant to test

the sample obtained via warrant.
• No 2nd warrant needed.



Oral Arguments – June 3, 2020

Defense Arguments

• Did SCOTUS mean it when it said that a chemical analysis of a
biological specimen constitute a search in Skinner?

• Did CCA mean it when it said that a chemical analysis is a search in
Martinez?

State Arguments

• Birchfield says that a defendant does not have an expectation of
privacy in their BAC.

• Testing is implied in the warrant.



Does the State need a 2nd Warrant to test?

• State v. Jones, 05-19-00927-CR – Dallas (July 9, 2020)
• Blood obtained via valid warrant to “search for, seize, and maintain as

evidence” a blood sample.
• Martinez dealt with the question of whether an individual has an

expectation of privacy in blood previously drawn for purposes other than
police testing.

• Martinez held that “there is a 4th Amendment privacy interest in blood that
has already been drawn for medical purposes.”

• No 2nd warrant needed.
• Defense also argued that testing had to start within 3 days of the warrant

being issued pursuant to 18.07 CCP.
• Statute merely provides the deadline for seizing evidence, not analyzing it.



Best Practice

• If obtained by GJ summons
(from hospital) NEED a warrant
to authorize testing.

•Warrant should have requisite
language to authorize the
seizure of the blood AND the
future testing.



Incapable of Consenting



Mitchell v. Wisconsin, 139 S.Ct. 2525 (2019)

• General Rule:
• When police have PC to believe a person has committed DWI and the driver’s

unconsciousness or stupor requires him to be taken to the hospital or similar
facility before police have a reasonable opportunity to administer a standard
evidentiary breath test, they may almost always order a warrantless blood test to
measure the driver’s BAC without offending the 4th Amendment.

• The exception:
• We do not rule out the possibility that in an unusual case a defendant would be

able to show that his blood would not have been drawn if police had not been
seeking BAC information, and that police could not have reasonably judged that a
warrant application would interfere with other pressing needs or duties.

• Plurality Opinion



Unconscious Defendant

• State v. Ruiz, 581 S.W.3d 782 (Tex.Crim.App 2019)

• D was unconscious throughout his encounter

• No capacity for self-determination

• Could not make a choice

• Could not hear the warnings read to him

• Could not limit or revoke his consent

• NO CONSENT – violation to 4th A warrant requirement.

• Remanded for reconsideration of exigent circumstances in light of
Mitchell.



Best Practice

•Get a warrant!

• If LE proceeds without a warrant –
establish exigent circumstances
• Protect your record



Additional Challenges to Blood



Must the Analyst who tested the blood testify?



Certificate of Analysis, CCP Article 38.41

• A Certificate of Analysis is admissible

• without the analyst personally appearing in court

• It must contain the following:
1. The names of the analyst and lab

2. Lab is accredited

3. A description of the analyst’s education background, training, and
experience

4. A statement of the analyst’s duties of employment

5. A description of the tests or procedures conducted

6. A statement that the tests or procedures used were reliable and
approved by the lab

7. The results of the analysis

• Filed 20 days prior to trial

• Defense CAN object - 10 days prior or admissible



Williams v. State, 585 S.W.3d 478 (CCA 2019)

• The Certificate of Analysis CAN
be signed by someone other
than the analyst that tested the
blood.

• It MUST “substantially comply”
with Art. 38.41

• Defendant must make proper
objections



No Analyst
• Paredes v. State, 462 S.W.3d 510

(Tex.Crim.App. 2015)

• Talamantes v. State, 2015 Tex.
App. LEXIS 11640 (Tex.App. – El
Paso 2015)

• Gaddis v. State, 2017 Tex. App.
LEXIS 6506 (Tex.App. – Corpus
Christi- Edinburg 2017)



Gore v. State, 2020 Tex. App. LEXIS 5308 - Beaumont

• Question on Appeal: Did the trial court violate defendant’s 6th A rights
by allowing a lab supervisor to testify about her interpretation of the
results of a gas chromatograph test performed by another scientist?
• No. The supervisor’s testimony was based on her independent review of the

raw data that had been generated by the instrument.

• She testified about:
• The procedures used in the lab to test a person’s blood

• Explained gas chromatographs produce raw data

• Testing procedures the lab uses

• Protocols designed to ensure the instrument was working correctly

• Did not testify about
• the analysts opinions

• Did not introduce the analysts report



Deadly Weapon



Deadly Weapon



Deadly Weapon

Couthren v. State, 571 S.W.3d 782

• D struck a pedestrian walking in
roadway, stopped, drove victim
to hospital. No evidence as to
how vehicle was operated.

• COA upheld DW finding

• CCA said absent evidence that
the vehicle was operated in a
reckless manner a deadly
weapon finding is not
supported by the evidence.

Moore v. State, 520 S.W.3rd 906 

• D was involved in a crash, found
to be intoxicated, speed was a
factor, and other cars present.

• Court said D’s SUV constituted a
Deadly Weapon.

• Even though no one was
seriously injured or killed



Deadly Weapon

• Notice – “reasonable notice” - must be timely
• Desilets v. State, 2010 WL 3910588

• When to Read – best practice = Guilt
• Dirchas v. State, 175 S.W.3d 795

• Hill v. State, 913 S.W.2d 581

• Polk v. State, 693 S.W.2d 391



Charging 
Instruments



Alleging Intoxication



Which Definition to Use?

• The State no longer has to specify which definition of Intoxication it
is relying on in the information

State v. Barbernell, 257 S.W.3d 248 (Tex. Crim. App. 2008)
• The 2 definitions provide alternative means that State can prove

intoxication

• Once you have said “Intoxication” you have said it all.



Caution

There must be sufficient evidence 
to support the full definition of 

“Intoxication”

The jury charge must apply the 
law to the facts produced at trial

Burnett v. State, 541 S.W.3d 77 
(Tex.Crim.App. 2017)



Element or Enhancement?



Element or Enhancement?

Penal code section 49.04(d) 
•Element: “the forbidden  conduct, the
required culpability, any required result, and
the negation of any exception to the offense”
•Enhancement: “a fact that increases the
punishment range…”



ELEMENT – because this represents a change in the degree of
offense, rather than just the enlargement of the punishment range 
for a Class B misdemeanor

• Navarro v. State, 469 S.W.3d 687 (Tex. App. – Houston [14th Dist.]
2015

• Castellanos v. State 533 S.W.3d 414 (Tex. App. – Corpus Christi –
Edinburg (13th Dist) 2016)

• Pallares-Ramirez v. State, No. 05-15-01347-CR, 2017 Tex. App. LEXIS
3, 2017 WL 33738 (Tex. App. - Dallas 2017)

• Ramjattansingh v. State, 2019 Tex. App. LEXIS 8351



Best Practice

• Treat a BAC of 0.15 as an element
• Read to the jury prior to trial
• Prove at guilt
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